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Mucky Pupz are Happy Pupz!

Our Business
Caring for Dawgz & Their Ownerz!

Mucky Pupz Copyright 2015

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form 

or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without 

the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical 

reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law. For permission requests, 

write to the publisher, at Brookwood, Church Road, Burstow, Horley, Surrey RH6 9RG.



INTRODUCTION
Mucky Pupz is located in Burstow, Horley; conveniently close to Gatwick!

Areas Covered for Daycare: Crawley, Horley, Copthorne, Lingfield & Smallfield.  If you are within a 

5 mile radius of Horley, or just outside, then please feel free to contact us.  We are fully licensed by 

Tandridge District Council, inspected annually, insured: public liability & key/lock insurance and DBS 

checked; all available to view on request.

 

We are just 10 minutes from Gatwick Airport, so you could drop off on your way!  

We reserve the right to refuse any bookings where dogs are considered 

unsuitable for our services

At Mucky Pupz we provide complete care for your much loved pooch, giving him a home from home 

experience along with activities to keep him mentally and physically challenged.  It is an ideal 

opportunity for dogs to really stretch their legs in a safe environment, meet other dogs and just enjoy 

being a dog for the whole day!  



Whilst here, they can take advantage of our grooming services and return home feeling tired, fulfilled, 

looking and smelling great!

Our pack is predominantly made up of small/medium sized dogs, although we have a couple of larger 

dogs who are really quite exceptional.  We have to put our smaller dogs at the forefront of what we do 

as size differences can have catastrophic consequences.  Every dog is assessed before being accepted 

but, as a general rule, we do not take large dogs.

We have 4 acres of secure greenland, which the dogs have supervised access to.  This area is divided 

up into various zones to allow for different activities with smaller groups throughout the day.  We have 

agility, splash pools and ball pools in the summer, along with Soft Play.  

Boarding takes the same format as daycare, the only difference being that some will stay over for the 

night.  We do not have kennels and all dogs live with us as part of our extended family.
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Our service is simple and easy to manage with our online 

booking system.  You are able to request services online 

and access your account 24hrs a day.

BOARDING
We provide cage free, home from home 

boarding for your dogs and puppies.   You can then 

enjoy your holiday knowing that they are safe and 

well.

 

Dogs are probably affected by your absence more than most other animals, and kennels can be a 

further source of anxiety.  We provide a similar environment to your own home, with lots of walks, run 

arounds, cuddles and treats. We have designated, secure areas for dogs only. We are fully insured 

should the unthinkable happen, but we will look after your little ones as if he/she were our own.  

 

Dogs who are boarding are provided with the same stimulating care that our daycare dogs receive. The 

only difference being your dog will stay over each night for the duration of your booking.  We respect 

your existing sleeping arrangements and try to mirror that wherever possible.  We cater for all ages and 

characters and find that some of our residents prefer just the morning routine and to spend the 

afternoon snoozing.  The choice has to be your pupz;  this is especially true for older dogs and for those 

who aren’t high energy.
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You will also benefit from regular updates as to how your little one is doing.  We send daily journals via 

email, with pictures, all stored in your online account. We find that this is a big comfort for those owners 

who hate being parted from their dogs although they will probably be having more fun than you are!



We can pick up and drop off your pooch (within a 5 mile radius of RH6).  Please enquire at the time of 

booking. 

DAYCARE
A true home from home experience, our daycare pupz have exclusive use of our 4 acre property and 

specially designed doggy gardens.  The whole day is planned around each and every dog we have with 

us; we cater for all ages and characters and are sympathetic to the different needs of each one.   They 

are given the opportunity to play, sniff, chase, jump and rest; basically to just be a dog for the whole day 

with cuddles and treats thrown in free of charge!

 

Each day is structured which helps the dogs to settle and to know what to expect during their stay with 

us.  Routine is a comfort for all of us, and dogs are no exception.   

Your dog will have fun socialising, learning new things and being part of a pack, which most dogs never 

have the opportunity to do.  It is the most natural thing in the world for them, and often dogs behave 

quite differently from the way their owners expect.   
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We operate much like a nursery, and owners pay for a place at daycare.  It enables dogs in our care to 

make strong bonds with their doggy friends and ensures a more stable pack. We can get to know the 

dogs very well which makes our job a little easier in making sure that we are understanding body 

language and conversations that are taking place.  It also means that we are not under pressure to fill 

spaces.

TRAINING - Basic Obedience Training

We have many puppies that join us once their vaccinations are 

complete and many are with us   almost every day.  Puppies learn 

very quickly and it’s essential that they receive a basic level of 

training during their first few months to ensure they become good 

citizens and know exactly what is expected of them.



Whether a dog is receiving formal training or not, every dog in our 

care is expected to behave and is corrected whenever necessary.  

The pack is instrumental in this as there can be no greater teacher 

than other dogs!  However, as owners, we need to teach them our language and for them to learn how 

to live with us, what we expect from them and to behave appropriately in social situations.
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Your dog will learn all basic commands and you will be provided with a weekly summary as to how your 

dog is progressing.  Formal training is delivered on a one to one basis and for short but intense 

sessions.  This is to ensure we make steady progress and that your dog doesn’t become bored.  

Puppies attention span tends to be short and training needs to remain fun.  Outside of the one to one 

sessions, commands are constantly reinforced and rewarded, until it becomes second nature.  

BEHAVIOUR MODIFICATION
Much like children, occasionally dogs will learn unwanted behaviours and we need to correct them as 

soon as possible.  For the most part, dogs behave in a completely normal way given a certain set of 

circumstances, but it may not be a behaviour that is acceptable to us or to the owner.



On consultation with you, and taking into account any negative experiences your dog may have had, we 

can put a plan together that will address the unwanted behaviour.  It is not so much unlearning a 

behaviour but learning a new way to behave in certain situations.



If your dog is spending much of his day with us in daycare, it needs to be educational, fun and full of 

structured exercise.  

The truth is, a tired dog rarely gets 

himself into trouble!
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All dogs are given the opportunity to rest every afternoon and have free access during the day 

to water, shelter and warm beds.

How do we compare?
This isn’t just a job to us.  This is our way of life!

Our dogs are very important members of our family, and we are sure that yours are too!

 

We wanted to offer just a little bit more, and help out with the overall care of your dog where we can.  

This may include scheduled veterinary visits that you are unable to attend, hospital visits, delivering 

your raw dog food order, or it may be extending your dog’s stay at short notice due to unforeseen 

circumstances.  Whatever life throws at you, we make sure that, at the very least, you won’t be worrying 

about your dog.

Prices are accurate as of October 2018 and are based on monthly daycare costings (£) only 

(20 sessions). Prices may be subject to VAT.
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VIP Membership
What’s included?

• You pay a fixed fee, payable at the beginning of each month. Your costs are capped and there are 

no surprises.

• You are entitled to daycare for 5 days per week.  Your dog will be allocated 5 days per week, 

regardless of whether your dog attends.

• Transport can be added to your membership, or alternatively, you can pay as you go. 

• You can add an additional dog to your membership at a discounted rate.

• You can drop your dog to us at anytime from 5:30am (with prior arrangement) and collect up to 

10:30pm.  Boarding rate applies if collection is after 10:30pm.  

• You are free to come and go as you please during normal business hours.

• We can take your dog to scheduled veterinary appointments.

• We can administer medication at no extra cost.

• You are not affected by our scheduled closures and daycare continues as usual.

• Discounted Boarding rate.

• No surcharges are applied to your account for weekday care during any month where your 

membership is active and fully paid up.

• You are given daily updates as to the wellbeing and activities of your dog whilst at 

Mucky Pupz.  Journals are sent to you via your account, and are stored in your own online gallery.

• Your dog will receive a Mucky Pupz ‘student’ bag for letters home, to send letters to school, and 

homework set. Homework covers a multitude of subjects, from fun activities to more formal 

subjects such as behaviour to work on and training requirements.

• Discounted rates to Mucky Pupz annual events.

• Grooming services are not included in VIP Membership and are charged separately, however, as a 

VIP Member, you will receive 10% off the usual price. 

(Discount only applies if your VIP Membership is paid up to date, your dog is groomed regularly 

and is in good condition.  De-matting services will be charged at the usual full groom price plus a 

de-matting charge)
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Additional Benefits

• You pay a fixed amount each month, regardless of how many week days are in that month.  For 

example:  an average month will consist of between 20 and 23 days of daycare.  Your monthly 

invoice amount will not change.  This provides significant savings.

• You are paying for your dog’s place at daycare, it is not based on the number of sessions 

attended.  

• You have the benefit of knowing that your daycare costs are capped and there are no hidden 

extras.

• You are given priority in emergency situations.  Life can be unpredictable, but at the very least, 

you will have care for your dog covered.

• Guaranteed, regular grooming appointments.

• You will receive a 10% discount on grooming products.

• As a VIP Member, you are eligible for a 10% discount off Jack Wolf, a raw diet for your dog.  We 

are approved stockists; further information can be found here: https://jackwolf.co/

• As a VIP Member, you are eligible to join our PTA group and have your say as to how we run 

things.  We value your opinion and we want to be the best we can be!  Email for further 

information : enquiries@muckypupz.co.uk

Not included:

• Weekend care is not included in VIP Membership and is charged separately, however a 10% 

discount will be applied to the usual rate.

Your Obligations:

• You will need to provide 1 month’s notice of cancellation of your VIP Membership.  You may 

return to adhoc daycare (at least one day per week), although this will be subject to availability.

• To qualify for grooming discounts associated with your VIP Membership, you must ensure that 

your dog is kept in good condition and any problems encountered are dealt with as soon as they 

are noticed.  Grooming a matted dog is time consuming and costly, and it is stressful for your 

dog.

Please note:  all services are subject to availability
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Adhoc Care
We discourage adhoc daycare as it has a tendency to unsettle the pack and it isn’t good for your dog 

if he is the newbie every time he visits.  It is important that your dog is accepted by the pack and that his 

confidence isn’t adversely affected.  We only provide this service in very exceptional circumstances and 

certainly not as a matter of routine.

Please check the website for pricing.

Grooming
We have a fully equipped grooming salon and provide services designed to help you stay in control 

of your dog’s coat, health and wellbeing.

We know how difficult it can be to take care of a high maintenance coat, especially in 

winter.  By providing care plans, we can ensure your dog remains well groomed and 

you can focus on the fun side of dog ownership!

We have a play area attached to the salon, creating a lighter atmosphere.  We groom 

dogs in family groups;  it will only be your dog(s)  in the salon and the play area.  

Nervous/groom aggressive dogs are given regular breaks to stretch their legs and have a play.
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The first step is to make contact with us to discuss your situation and to decide the best way forward.  

You are welcome to call to arrange a visit, either with or without your dog.  We can have a chat and you 

can see where your dog will be groomed.  A plan will then be put together, in consultation with you, to 

introduce your dog to the salon and our staff, increasing time appropriately with the aim of eventually 

being able to complete a full groom.

The plan may involve scheduled visits to the salon, behaviour modification training, conditioning and 

play sessions.  Every dog is different, and we will work at their pace.

See the website for further details or call us on 01342 843015 

We specialise in ‘groom aggressive’ and nervous dogs
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Jack Wolf Raw Food
British Meat, not British Sourced - www.jackwolf.co

Jack Wolf is composed entirely of British grown human grade meats. Not “locally sourced”, a flexible 

term which can so often describe imported meat purchased from a local supplier. 

Welfare
The meats used are a mixture of wild, high welfare, organic and free range. Some recipes do not 

specify which are used to remain transparent; that is not claiming one type where they are 

in combination.

Fruit & Vegetables
They are all supplied washed, laser sorted and prepared as they are for human food. These ingredients 

can often cost more than many types of meat by kg at wholesale!

Ranges
Customer reviews on the product pages will testify to the positive results of the Jack Wolf ranges. 

Divided into two halves; (1) the original working dog range, a varied diet containing veg and (2) Primal 

Instinct which takes a purer 80-10-10 construction as its influence and is free of veg.

Jack Wolf, created in Sussex in a modern, purpose-built facility 

which by its design and through each stage of the manufacturing 

process from beginning to end, upholds some of the highest 

standards of food production.

As a small team, Jack Wolf are hugely grateful for the support they 

receive from hundreds of wonderful customers.  They are 

passionate about what they do and embrace the technical 

challenges of producing a consistently high-quality product.

Jack Wolf is amongst the freshest available. A result of strict sourcing through to how ingredients are 

stored and processed. They firmly believe that raw dog food should be as much, if not more carefully 

managed than the food we buy for ourselves.

Their over-riding aim is to provide your dogs with products which are not only healthy but are as 

hygienic and clean as possible. They only use human grade ingredients in Jack Wolf. No 

artificial flavours or preservatives are used.

Mucky Pupz are proud to be an approved Jack Wolf Stockist!
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Parties for Dawgz & Their Ownerz
Parties for your much loved pooch are all the rage!  

Dogs bring so much to our lives, it’s only natural that we should want to make memories with them on 

their special days.  It could be a birthday, a ‘gotcha’ day, the arrival of a new sibling, an all clear from the 

vet; whatever the reason, you can have exclusive use of our facilities to celebrate.  



Available during the spring & summer months, your dog can have all of their friends to play in a secure, 

2 acre grassed area, with access to inside soft play, outside run, agility, splash pools, bubble machine 

and optional extras such as party bags, birthday cakes, balloons, bunting, doggy treats, PA system, 

party tables, doggy treats and possibly catering for your pet parents and your very own Barista! 



Whatever your requirements, we are happy to work with you to ensure you have a wonderful day.



Water stations are available at all times.  Check website for further details 

www.muckypupz.co.uk

 #fatfrankthepug
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It’s a pleasure to serve you!
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Mucky Pupz are Happy Pupz!

Your dog will require a 2hr assessment before being accepted into our care.   We cannot 

accept females into daycare or boarding if they are due to be, or are in season.  We prefer all 

dogs in our care to be neutered.  We make an exception where puppies are concerned, as long 

as there is an intention to neuter as soon as possible.  

www.muckypupz.co.uk

Join Us!


